Abstract. When embed watermark into compressed video stream, distortion drift, including intraframe and inter-frame, is of the first important problem that must be taken into consideration. With the analysis of hierarchical b-picture (HBP) coding structure and drift-level mechanism, a new watermarking algorithm for 3D videos stream without distortion drift is proposed. Firstly the driftlevel of HBP coding structure is deeply investigated. Secondly, the spatiotemporal correlations of 3D videos are explored to increase the embedding capacity. Finally, the copyright information, which is preprocessed by secret sharing method, is embedded by matrix embedding method based on Error-correcting codes. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has higher embedding capacity and efficiency than the current algorithms.
Introduction
Three-dimensional (3D) videos technology is becoming increasingly popular, because it can provide stereoscopic perception with a strongly sense of realism and immersion to end users [1] . It will be useful for many new applications, such as 3D television (3DTV) and free-viewpoint television (FTV), which becomes more popular and will be largely commercialized in the near future [2] . Nevertheless, due to the growth of computer and internet technologies, 3D videos can be easily accessed, manipulated and tampered by using video processing tools. Therefore, it is a great challenge to ensure the copyright of 3D videos. Watermarking technology is regarded as one of effective approaches to resolve copyright protection [3] . Many researchers have begun to turn their attention to the 3D video watermarking [4] .
To address the issues of image authenticity verification and integrity protection, a watermarking method for stereo image authentication based on stereo matching technique is proposed in [5] . But this method is lack of robustness to be used to actual application. A robust watermarking method for stereo-pair images based on unmatched block bitmap is proposed in [6] , this algorithm exhibits greater robustness against malicious attacks and produces less distortion than existing methods do. Unlike stereo-pair images, 3D videos data is enormous, it often stored and transmitted in compressed format, the above mentioned methods which are focus on original stereo-pair images cannot be used to compressed video directly. In 2010, Joint Video Team (JVT) released the Multi-View Coding (MVC) [7] standard based on H.264/AVC, and wrote them as an appendix in the form of the latest H.264/AVC. JVT adopted the structure of hierarchical B-frames proposed in [8] which included the intra-prediction, the inter-prediction and the inter-view prediction. As it's a high efficient coding standard, H.264/MVC often used to compress 3D videos. As a result, researching watermarking methods that appropriate for this standard is highly desirable.
The watermarking methods that perform in H.264 compressed domain have been researched for many years [9] . For embedding watermark into compressed video, there are two approaches [10] : joint compression embedding and compressed domain watermarking. In the first category, the processes of watermarking and compression are performed jointly. The watermark can be added into inner feedback close-loop. Therefore, the error caused by watermark embedding does not propagate [11] - [12] . Nevertheless, when this method perform in the video that has been compressed, decompressing and recompressing the video stream are required, which are computationally expensive. In the second scenario, full decoding and recoding of the compressed video is not necessary. However this method may lead to error-drift if watermark embed improperly. If the drift distortions caused by watermarking do not eliminate, will cause error propagation. Therefore, solving the error-drift problem and preserving video quality is a research hotspot. At present there are two main technique to eliminate or control error-drift, first is the compensation method [13] - [14] , and second is to embed watermark into the data which do not influence the following decoding [15] - [17] .
Till now, few successful watermarking schemes in the H.264/MVC compressed stream have been reported in the open literature. In [18] , a reversible video data hiding algorithm for MVC based on motion vector is proposed which can provide expected acceptable video quality of marked video and successfully achieve reversibility. Two more transparent data hiding scheme for 3D videos without error-drift are presented in [19] and [20] , but the watermark capacity is small.
Based on the analysis given above, combining HBP coding structure features, we propose a new watermarking algorithm to 3D videos stream without error-drift and higher watermark capacity. Firstly the HBP coding structure is deeply investigated to analyze the drift-level. Secondly, in order to increase the embedding capacity, the spatiotemporal correlation is explored to find more appreciate candidate embedding locations. Finally, the copyright information, which is preprocessed by secret sharing method, is embedded by matrix embedding method based on error-correcting codes.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: First, we analyze the HBP coding structure with two viewpoints and its drift-level in Section II; the spatiotemporal correlations of b 4 frame in 3D videos are explored in Section III; our watermarking algorithm is presented in section Ⅳ; the experiment results are presented and the conclusion is given in section Ⅴ. In this section, we briefly explain the HBP-based prediction structure. Moreover, we analyze the mechanism of error-drift and define the drift-level by its importance level to decoding. In general, in HBP-based coding structure the GOP size has to be set as power of 2, the order of the total layers A with GOP size B can be represented as A=log 2 B. Where layer A is assigned as the highest layer which starts form 0 and is increased by 1.The typical HBP-based structure with GOP size 8 of two views is shown in Fig 1. . Obviously, in a GOP, there only one I frame and P frame which is the most important frame that will be referenced by all other B frames. The rest of pictures are bi-directionally predictive coded by referring to the pictures of lower layers. In the HBP structure, the lower layers are used as reference frame for higher layers. And as a main viewpoint, left view will be referenced by right view, the drift seriousness of left view is more than right view. Therefore we define the driftlevel as shown in Fig 1 . The representation of drift-level contain of two parts, one is represent the frame type, the other is represent drift-level value e.g., B 3 represents the current frame type is B frame and its drift-level value is 3. Obviously, the smaller the drift-level value of the frame, the more error-drift probability it will be. It's reasonable to embed watermark into the frames which drift-level are higher. Hence, b 4 frames are selected to embed watermark initially. 4 frame is drift-free in inter-view and temporal prediction structure. In HBP-based coding structure, b 4 frames will be allocated higher quantization step which make the probability of coded in skip modes largely increase. Therefore the redundant room for watermark embedding is very small. The drift-level of B 3 frame is higher than all other frames in a GOP except b 4 frame, so we want to select some appropriate B 3 frame to embedding. In this paper, we analyze SRR directly in compressed domain that are more exactly and efficient than in original domain. The frames referenced by b 4 frame can be divided into two parts, one is left view which represents the spatial correlation, and the other is right view which represents the temporal correlation. The ratio of spatial correlation (SCR) and temporal correlation (TCR) are used to represent the SRR of b 4 frame. As shown in Fig.3 , there are DIRECT mode, Inter-MB modes (B16x16, B16x8, B8x16, B8x8Frext and B8x8) and intra-MB modes (I4MB, I8MB, I16MB and PCM) for a macro-block (MB) in B slices. Each 8x8 block of the B8x8 mode can be further sub-partitioned into smaller blocks and its prediction modes include Sub_DIRECT, Sub_B8x4, Sub_B4x8 and Sub_B4x4. The sub-partitioned blocks within a B8x8 block have the same reference frame. Because the smallest sub-block size is 4x4, we make a statistical analysis to SRR in 8 standard test video sequences which resolution is 640x480 based on 4x4 block. SCR and TCR are calculated as S 4 *WEIGHT/(S 4 +T 4 ) and T 4 *WEIGHT/(S 4 +T 4 ), where S 4 is the total 4x4 blocks number that its reference frames located in the left view, T 4 is the total 4x4 blocks number that the reference frames located in the right view, the WEIGHT is determined by its prediction direction as shown in Fig 3. . The intra-MB is few in b 4 frames, so intra-MBs are ignored to calculate the SRR. The SRR is presented at 
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The Proposed Watermarking Method
We present our watermarking method in detail in this section. To begin with, we introduce two foundations of our scheme, i.e., secret sharing and matrix embedding.
Fig 4. Diagram of proposed method
A. Secret sharing Secret sharing is an important technique for sharing a secret to participants, each of which holds a portion of the secret. The secret can only be reconstructed when a certain number t of members combine their shares together, while any combination with fewer than t shares has no extra information about the secret than 0 shares. The first threshold scheme [22] was invented by Shamir and named as the Shamir threshold scheme. Shamir's (t, n) threshold scheme is used widely in watermarking application. Because the watermarking capacity is not rich in 3D videos stream, we want to use Shamir's (n, n) threshold scheme to divide the copyright information into n shares and just to select a shadows to embed in the 3D videos stream. For lack of the n-1 shares, the unauthenticated user can't retrieve the copyright, so this scheme is security. Nevertheless, when use Shamir's (t, n) threshold scheme to divide the information, each share's size is the same as the original information. Therefore, we must modify the method to divide the information without data size expansion. This paper takes a gray image as copyright information. Since the value of a gray image is between 0 and 255, the prime number p=257 is selected. The modified Shamir's (n, n) threshold scheme presented as following steps:
The modified Shamir's (n, n) threshold scheme 1. Select a number n 2. For each non-coincidence n pixels of the gray image, a result s n (x) =s 0 +s 1 x+…
(mod p) is calculate for a given x, where s 0, …,s k ,…,s n-1 correspond to the values of n pixels. Change the value of x, and repeat this step for n times to generate n different shadows. 3. Repeat step 2 until all the image shadows are generated. Unlike original Shamir's (n, n) threshold scheme, s 0, …,s k ,…,s n-1 are correspond to the values of n pixels that can constrain the shadow size un-expansion.
B. Matrix embedding based on correcting codes
Matrix embedding (ME) [23] is an embedding method with high embedding efficiency, widely used for watermarking as the lower embedding distortions. Here we use ME combining with errorcorrection codes to watermarking. The correction codes [24] have been researched to achieve the high embedding efficiency. An example is now taken to show the matrix embedding method with Hamming codes. In general, ME is that k secret bits S is embedded into n cover bits C, where n = 2 k -1, by modulating at most one cover bit. First the syndrome vector Z is calculated by Z=(H×C T ) T ⊕S, ⊕ is the exclusive-or operation and, T is the transpose operation, H is the parity check matrix of (n,n-k) Hamming code. Next, if the syndrome vector Z is a zero vector, then the cover bits needn't to modify; otherwise, find the i-th column of H, where 1≤i≤n, that is equal to Z T . Then the cover bits C is calculate by C'= e i ⊕C, where e i is the i-th unit vector of length. At the receiving side, a receiver can easily extract the original information by S=(H × C'
The embedding ratio of matrix embedding scheme is p=k/n, where n=2 k -1. C. The proposed watermarking algorithm The proposed watermarking method is shown in Fig.4 . First the copyright information is preprocessed by secret sharing method to divide into n shares. Then just a shadow is selected randomly to embedding by matrix embedding method.
Based on the analysis above, B 3 and b 4 frames are selected for candidate watermarking locations. The error-drift problem in inter-frame has been analyzed, now we analyze it in intra-frame briefly. In B 3 and b 4 frames there are two types MB, one is intra-MB, and other is inter-MB.
In intra-MB compressed domain, mb_type, code block pattern (CBP), prediction mode and integer DCT quantized coefficients (QDCT) are included. Since the mb_type , CBP and prediction direction are very important to decoding, the QDCT is selected to candidate embedding location only. As shown in Fig.5(a) , to decode a 4×4 block in intra-MB, the adjacent pixels A-M in the top left blocks are needed. Fig.5.(b) and (c) shows that the changed pixels will cause error-drift to its bottom right block. The decoding of 8×8 block in intra-MB is similar to 4×4 block. Hence, we use the method 1 that similar to ref [20] and [25] to add watermark into intra-MB without drift. The related special QDCT matrixes that can be used to embed without drift are : 
(a) Current 4x4 sub-block and its reference pixels 
end if end for
We have analyzed the intra-frame drift problem above, now we describe the proposed algorithm as follow:
Proposed algorithm 1. Encrypt the original copyright information with Key1, and then divide the encrypted information into n shares without size expansion, only one share is selected randomly and encrypted with Key2 as watermark information.
2. Decode the 3D videos stream to obtain the B 3 frames and b 4 frames data, where the B 3 frames are located in left view.
3. Analyze the reference relationship between B 3 and b 4 to find the locations in the B 3 frame that do not referenced by b 4 frame. These locations that in B 3 frame and all the b 4 frames are used to watermarking.
4. Use method 1 and method 2 to embed the watermark into the candidate locations by combining with matrix embedding based on Hamming codes. Key3 is used to generate the parity check matrix H of the Hamming codes. Key4 is used to determine the embedding ratio p=k/n, where n=2 k -1. 5. Entropy codes the watermarked B 3 frames and b 4 frames to form the final watermarked 3D videos stream.
Experiment Results and Conclusion
The proposed watermarking scheme has been implemented in the H.264/MVC reference software version JM-18.6. Eight well-known standard 3D videos sequences (i.e., Akko&kayo, Ballroom, Crowd, Exit, Flamenco, Objects, Race, and Vassar) are used for simulation. The GOP size is chosen as 8, and its coding structure is set as shown in Fig.1 . Video quality, embedding capacity and computation complexity are considered to evaluate the proposed algorithm. Since PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) does not perfectly correlate with a perceived visual quality dui to nonlinear behavior of human visual system, SSIM (Structure Similarity) [26] is adopted to evaluate the perceptual video quality in this paper. The SSIM index lies in the range between 0 and 1, where 1 indicate the reference image is identical than the target image. In order to evaluate the real-time performance to the proposed scheme, we use CC=T/T P to measure the computation complexity, where T represent the total time consumed by the corresponding scheme, T P is the time consumed by the proposed scheme. Watermarking capacity C (bit) is used to comparison also.
The experimental results are shown in table Ⅱ.It is clear that the proposed scheme has achieved greater watermarking capacity with lower degradation in SSIM than other exiting schemes. This is benefited from the more embedding locations and more efficient embedding method. One of the drawbacks of the proposed scheme is more time-consuming than other schemes as it have to analyze the reference relationship to B 3 frames. How to reduce the computational complexity is our future's work.
